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AIS Cafeteria: The Local Taste

Interview with Cafeteria Manager and Staff

By Vira Kozhemiako and Leah Aczel, Gr.6

The cafeteria at our school has been outsourced to SV group for the last 5

years. SV Group is a leading gastronomy and hotel management group

rooted in Switzerland. The headquarters of SV Group Austria is located in

Vienna. The group is active in several business areas: Restaurants for

companies and schools, hotels with owned brands as well as with other

renowned brands as franchisee, public restaurants with innovative

concepts as well as culinary delivery service and catering. The SV Group

employs some 6,100 people, 500 of whom are based in Austria.

The long history of SV Group dates back to the non-profit organization

"Schweizer Verband Soldatenwohl" (Swiss Society for Soldiers' Welfare),

founded in 1914. Else Züblin-Spiller set up soldiers' messes throughout the

country serving balanced and inexpensive meals. The idealistic values of the

founder are carried on today by the SV Foundation. This charitable

foundation is the majority shareholder of the SV Group and uses its

dividends to support projects in the field of healthy nutrition such as access

to healthy food for underprivileged families and contributes to the common

good.

At AIS, SV group is represented by Mrs. Sabine Frankl, our school cafeteria

manager. This is her fourth year at AIS. We met Mrs. Sabine and Mr. Lami,

a cafeteria staff, to learn more about their roles and about their use of

all-natural ingredients in our school lunch.
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Vira: To begin, I want

to ask about some

recent events.

COVID-19 is on

everyone’s minds

right now, and I was

wondering how the

cafeteria staff’s jobs

changed during these

times?

Sabine Frankl: I

remember the beginning

of COVID as the first

lockdown very well. The

last day before the first

lockdown-quarantine was

my birthday — and then

the AIS kitchen was closed

for around eight weeks.

After that, the students

came back for A and B

days, and nobody was

allowed to eat in the

cafeteria anymore. This

was very difficult for us, so

we sent them a menu with

free choices for each day

and also choices for

beverages to every AIS

member, and all the food

and beverages were

delivered by us to the

classrooms. It was an

enormous logistic

challenge, and we were all

happy to be allowed to

cook and deliver. And

since then, many things

have changed. Most of the

students came back to the

cafeteria, but the salad

buffet was not allowed

anymore; all salads have

to be in singular glasses

now. Also, the cutlery has

to be wrapped in pockets

and not in boxes anymore.

Ketchup, salt, pepper,

parmesan, all these items

have to be wrapped. All

small students aged four

to six never came back to

the cafeteria anymore.

We’re still delivering their

lunches up to their

classrooms until now. We

have to wear masks in the

kitchen, when we don’t

have enough distance

between the staff

members, all around the

school building, like you,

and all our kitchen staff

has been working

short-time since the

beginning of the

pandemic.

Leah: So, recently we

came to know that

cafeteria food is made

of all-natural, locally

grown ingredients. Do

you also use organic

substances?

Sabine Frankl: Yes, so the

SV Group, our main

company, received the

AMA-Gütesiegel in

October of 2021. For this

department here at AIS,

this means that many of

our products come from

Austria — like, all our milk

products, for example, all

our potatoes, all our

chicken, all our beef, all

our veal, bread, carrots,

apples — it’s all coming

from Austria now, but it’s

not really “organic”. But

we also have some Bio

(organic) goods like the

potatoes, for example,

they come from Biohof

Niedermayer, most of

them are organic: just like

our French Fries and

potato wedges and our

school milk. And organic

products are partly used if

the price and the

availability are suiting

what we’re using. But

mostly, it comes from

Austria.
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Vira: Interesting. And

who or what supplies

these ingredients to

you, and where do you

get them from?

Sabine Frankl: Our main

deliverer is AGM — it’s a

very big deliverer, and we

get most of our goods

there, as well as Hocking,

where we get our

vegetables and fruits

(most of them), Gartner

for the meat, so we have

different suppliers and

NÖM for the milk.

Leah: How do you

decide the menu for

each day, and what

happens to the leftover

food from the other

day?

Sabine Frankl: So,

regarding the menu. We

have a headquarters in the

first district. Every six

weeks, they develop the

main menu for all our

departments in Austria —

we have more than a

hundred departments —

and this is the base also

for our menu here, but

we’re sitting together

every two weeks and

reviewing the plan for the

AIS children. We’re taking

care of all seasonal

products like strawberries

and asparagus. The main

menu comes every two

weeks — we post it for the

small children — and

every week it’s posted on

the AIS webpage.

Vira: What happens to

the leftover food from

the last day?

Sabine Frankl: As for the

leftover food . . . all our

kitchen waste (like from

cleaning the salad bowls

and potato peels) is

collected in the kitchen at

the end of the day, and we

bring it to the garbage

room. There is a special

cooler for this waste — it

has to be cooled — and

once a week, a company

comes, it’s called Bioener-

gie Bernard. They come

and collect this waste, and

they make bioenergy. The

oil from the French-Fry

maker is also collected,

and they make bioenergy

out of it as well.

Vira: Thanks! That’s

all for today. Have an

amazing day. We

would also like to talk

to one of your kitchen

staff.

Leah: Before we begin,

we’d like you to tell us

about yourself. Why

did you become a part

of the cafeteria staff?

Lami: I became a part of it

because I was looking for

a job. So, I was looking for

a job, and I found a job in

the SV kitchen, and they

took me. Since then, I’ve
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been a part of the staff at

AIS.

Leah: Could you

briefly describe your

day here in the AIS

cafeteria?

Lami: My day is perfect,

and I like the job because I

love what I’m doing.

During the day I’m

making sandwiches,

croissants, muffins, and

I’m also delivering food to

the elementary school. I

start at half past six in the

morning till three o’clock.

Vira: During

post-COVID times,

what restrictions do

you follow in terms of

food preparation?

Lami: I have to wear a

mask, and I have to keep

some distance between my

colleagues. And the thing

is, we always have to be

careful inside the building,

wearing masks to protect

ourselves.

Leah: And to wrap it

up, what do you

believe are the most

challenging situations

for you as a part of the

cafeteria staff?

Lami: The most challen-

ging situation for me is

when I’m delivering food

to the kids in the

elementary school,

especially the

kindergartners, because

we have some boxes filled

with food to bring it to the

kids. We have to deliver

more than seventy lunches

ourselves — we have no

elevator. That is the most

challenging part of my job.

Leah: Thank you for

your time!
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Exploring the Design Class

By Goksu Manav, Gr. 7

As a student who took

the Design Class in the

first trimester, I think it

was a really educational

and fun experience. This

course helped me to

speak with my creative

side. It taught me how to

do a useful and creative

invention or design with

limited materials. I got a

chance to socialize and

make new friends which

really helped me with

the rest of the school

year. With Mr. Ellis´s

amazing teaching

methods this class is the

full package for you!

Let's hear what Mr. Ellis

has to say about his

design class!

Why did you start

teaching this course?

I actually asked the then

principal Dr. Strafon, if

he was interested or

willing to let me teach

design. He had known

about some of my other

design work where I

taught teachers about

design. That’s how it

started.

What is the general

program of the

Design Class in a

trimester?

First, my students study

the design process and

then they get to try out

multiple projects using

the design process to

redesign certain things.

Like a cereal box and

any product they use in

their daily life.

What does a block

look like in a design

class?

That's interesting. The

kids come in, they

usually take out their

materials and start with

an introduction that has

to do with the work that

we are doing in design

and then they talk and

cut and glue and burn

themselves and have fun

and create something

new.

What is the design

process and what are

the steps of the

design?

The design process has

several steps to it and its

purpose is to help

designers, architects,

engineers make progress

in all of their projects by

understanding where

they are in their

development. So the

design process kind of

goes like this:

understand the problem,

study and research, then

brainstorm and analyze,

and then prototype, like

make a solution, and

then collect feedback for

the prototype that you

tried out, lastly improve

your design and

prototype. These are all

the steps of the design

process and we regularly

use them in our classes.

What is the most

important step of the

design process for

you?

That's great. If you ever

take my class you'll

notice that I love step 1.

Understanding the

problem.

What do you mean

by understanding the
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problem? Can you

explain it?

Understanding the

problem is where you

spend a lot of time, as

much time as you can.

To really study what

problem you’re trying to

solve. Make sure you

fully understand

everything about the

design problem that you

have. Before you try to

come up with a solution,

the better you

understand the problem

the easier it is to find the

correct solution for the

design problem that you

have so understanding

the problem is research,

observation and

questioning and

empathy anything that

you can use to better

understand your

problem.

Which project do you

like the most?

I'm really into the cereal

box project but I am not

sure if my students like

it the most. In the cereal

box project, we get a

cereal box, cut it, shape

it and create a

Makey-Makey game

controller out of

cardboard. I think the

cereal box is simple and

we all know what it

looks like but then my

students redesign it with

Makey-Makey. They

turn out awesome.

What skills are

focused in this class?

Building, drawing and

knowing the design

method but probably the

most important skill is

the development of their

ideas. It's easy to have

an idea but it's hard to

develop an idea.

Mindbender

Say the color of each word (not the word itself!) as fast as you can.
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Middle School Field Trips - The First After

The Pandemic

By Leah Aczel, Gr.6, Paraskevi Mouratidou, Gr.7 and Theodore Sands, Gr.8

The field trip for grade

6 was a hike to

Kahlenberg followed by

a rope course. The trip

focussed on team

building and gaining the

knowledge of our

surroundings. The

purpose of the trip

according to Mrs.

Dietrich was,” to

understand that the

Vienna Woods is an

ecosystem and we

wanted to understand

how abiotic and biotic

factors are in that

ecosystem and I wanted

you to look at them and

see them and identify

them and then to ask

questions about the

ecosystem you were

wondering about.

Further Mrs. Forgern

added, “we had to

support each other

during the rope course

and encourage each

other. Talking about the

learning from the trip,

she added,” from the

hike they learned a few

facts about the woods

and they all had to learn

that they had to keep

walking in a group.

From the ropes course

they learned about

themselves- you have to

push selfs a little bit

sometimes to do

something that you are

not used to.”

Most of the students feel

that this trip was a

repetition from last

year's grade 5 trip.

Answering this question,

Ms. Goekhan who was in

grade 5 last year and

grade 6 this year said,

“For kids who have

already done this before,

they felt the same but

the hiking was more of a

learning experience and

it was forced on purpose

because 6 graders are

more mature than 5

graders.” Finally

mentioning that the trip

was successful, Mr.

Gonzales said,”The

students hiked for

almost 6 kms and

learned a lot about the

forest as we had an

expert - Alex. Also,

almost 95% of the

students participated in

the rope course showing

the success of the trip.”

He further added, “

Even though the trip

might be repetitive for

the students, repetition

makes us better as we

know what to expect.”

Grade 7 went for a field

trip to the Museum Of

Natural History and the

Kunsthistorisches

Museum. According to

Mrs.Kerlin, grade 7

advisor, “ The main

purpose of the trip was

to take the learning

experience outside.” The

grade was divided into

two groups, and later

the groups switched so

that the students had an
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opportunity to see both

the museums. The

museums were both

identical, inside the

Museum Of Natural

History were fossils and

bones from different

animals around the

world, the museum also

had different crystals

from various places.

According to a grade 7

student,” The trip to the

museum was very

exciting, and the

museum really taught us

about the natural world.

All the animals looked

very real.”On the trip

each student was put

into pairs and given a

questionnaire that

included questions like

what type of animal was

it? How many are left of

its species? We were also

asked to differentiate

between the crystals

like, what type of crystal

was it? What colors did

it have? The

Kunsthistorisches

Museum was filled with

historical paintings,

statues. There were

different sections with

different artifacts, one

was ancient Greek

artifacts, another was

ancient Egyptian

artifacts, some were

from the Roman empire.

Every student had a fun

time, and enjoyed the

pair work very much.

Another student

concluded, “ It was a

great experience and all

the artifacts were cool to

see. The trip was fun, as

we had a field trip after

almost a year due to the

pandemic.”

On October 13th our

eighth graders got a

visit from the Clara

Fey School - the

school works with

students that have

intellectual

disabilities. AIS has

been working with

the school for

roughly eight years.

It all started as Clara Fey

pulled up in their bus.

There was a group of

students waiting to greet

them outside. We led

them up stairs and

showed us our full

eighth grade. Our eighth

graders were excited to

meet the Clara Fey

students that had come

that day. They were

equally excited to meet

us. So we lead them up

to our Eighth grade

hallway to meet the

other eighth graders.

The two groups collided.

We were confused at

first. You could hear

people asking “Who is

our partner?”, “Where is

my partner?” over the

bubble of voices in the

hallway. But eventually

things started to settle

down and the teacher

started to sort the

students into groups of

threes that were part of

a bigger group.

First, the entire big

group made an advent

calendar together that

Clara Fey took with

them back to their

school then we found

objects in slime for a

candy reward. This was

a lot because, I mean,

Candy! After that our

school cafeteria offered

food to the Clara Fey
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school. They got a ton of

good food like muffins,

fruit and sandwiches.

They seemed happy with

everything. But even if

this was fun, the climax

of our experience with

the Clara Fey school was

the very end when we

went to the bubble and

rode around on scooters.

Played badminton.

Shoot yogaballs

everywhere and play

games that Clara Fey

taught us.

At the end of the day, we

all finished the day with

a smile on our faces and

a tiny bit more joy in our

hearts.

Nurturing the AIS Biosphere

By Frankie Coughran and Jasper Rajaee, Gr.7

The future forward fitness program has taken one of the first steps to a

better ecosystem at AIS.

The students in the

fitness program dug five

holes next to the bubble

which would then

become 5 apple trees.

The goal of the Fitness

program was to

encourage students to

work on their fitness

while including new

hands on experience

with nurturing the new

biosphere at ais.

This fall they planted 5

apple trees and learned

about the different types

of trees. Mr. Forsgren

says, “[the trees and

students will] provide

more diversity in the

vegetation at AIS for

more animals and plants

so that the trees will

grow more healthy.”

Evan Fishman, grade 8

said, “I feel proud of our

community for doing

something beneficial for

the environment. I also

feel that this small

activity could be easily

replicated by other

schools to make a larger

difference on a global

level.”

Valentin, grade 7 said

the experience “was

something special,

something pretty

unusual, and something

that you can be proud of

because you can see it

grow over the years and

overall, a great

experience.” He also

says the next future

forward along with Mr.

Forsgren will help make

sure the saplings grow

and are cared for.

The fitness program was

made to help kids get

more fitness into their

daily schedule but it

ended up being a brand

new way for kids to help

with the AIS biosphere.

We can hope the cycle of

improving our

environment can

continue in our school.
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Changing Lives Through Service Learning

By Arina Sarkisian, Gr.8

Middle school is a fun yet challenging experience as it is a transition from

elementary school and onward to high school. Within these years there are

many planned programs for the students. One of these programs happens

to be service-learning which takes place in each middle school grade.

Service-learning engages students and volunteers through learning

experiences and fundraising. For AIS, our goal is to give support by

donating supplies and goods to those in need.

Different grades have

unique fundraising

activities that raise money

for chosen communities.

The 6th graders collect

shampoo, toilet paper,

canned food, and other

essential supplies in big

cardboard boxes around

the grade and later wrap

them in decorative

Christmas paper to send

to refugee organizations

as Christmas gifts. The

7th-graders purchase

ingredients for a Soup

Kitchen that feeds

homeless people. Finally,

the 8th graders raise

money for the Clara Fey

school.

Regardless of the

difficulty of settling back

after long and tough

waves of Coronavirus, and

without the extra support

of parents this year,

students still managed to

show exemplary

enthusiasm and great

work with their

service-learning projects.

8th-grade students in

particular participated in

two major fundraisers:

the 8th-grade bake sale

and Nikolograms where

they raised money to help

the Clara Fey School fund

classroom tablets, field

trips, and physical

education equipment.

The first fundraiser was

held on November 23nd

which was the bake sale.

8th-grade students

brought in pastries such

as brownies, cake pops,

macarons, and cookies.

They set up a table

outside the cafeteria for

business during the MS

and HS lunches. Students

used fun and entertaining

techniques to get buyers

and sell more baked

goods.

Frau Ganneval, the team

leader of the 8th grade,

mentioned: “The boys

[that were in charge of

selling pastries that day]

have incredible talents in

business and selling, they

made it fun.” The

single-day sales resulted

in a gain of over €450.

The students this year

raised a significant

amount of money with

only half of the pastries

compared to other years.

An 8th-grade participant

Polina Omelchenko

stated: “The lines were

huge, as huge as the

paradise cave. Overall

many memories were

made and we are grateful
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to have helped many

students in need.”

Team leader Frau

Ganneval added: “The

bake sale was so much fun

because it meant

community, it meant

spirit, and it's for a good

cause.”

A week later, the 8th

graders hosted the yearly

tradition of selling

Nikolograms. All MS

students had the

opportunity to send a

special note to a friend for

€1. Students could

purchase as many

Nikolograms as they

wanted and then get

chocolates for the number

of letters they received.

8th-grade students took

upon this responsibility

and throughout the event,

sold, counted, and

distributed the chocolate

with the notes.

8th-grade math teacher

and service-learning

coordinator Mrs. Hartwig

stated: “I think the

students liked

distributing Nikolograms

the best [and] counting

the chocolates and then

bringing the chocolates to

the classrooms.”

Nikolograms have been a

long-standing service

learning event in the 8th

grade.

In all, the Nikolograms

earned €860, and

combined with the bake

sale proceeds, €1311 was

raised for the Clara Fey

School.

An exciting part of

service-learning is about

working hard and

knowing your work is

being put into something

that can help someone’s

state of life. All students

get this wonderful

opportunity during their

MS experience.

Ms. Hartwig concluded,

“It's important to step

outside ourselves and

have a greater sense of

other people's realities.”

Service learning

reinforces the idea that

others might be different

but not less.
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MS Speech & Debate

By Mia Fearn and Dasol Kang, Gr. 7

MS Speech and

debate is coming to

AIS in the second

trimester. The speech

and debate team this

year is being coached by

Ms. Elysse Pail and Ms.

Elena Van den berg. In

the speech and debate

team there are 24

students from 6th

through 8th grade. This

year, the speech and

debate team will be

participating in duet

acting, original oratory,

oral interpretation and

debate. This year's

CEESA event is again

online in February 2022.

Our team would be

competing against teams

from Bratislava, Kiev,

Macedonia, to name a

few.

According to one of the

coaches, Ms. Pail,“On

the speech team we only

have 4 so if anybody

wants to join the speech

we will love to have

them.” This is your

opportunity to

participate and

represent your school in

different categories of

the competition.

Describing the

categories, Ms Pail, the

speech coach added, for

duet acting, the

contestants are expected

to evoke audience

response through

dramatic coherence in a

limited time of about 7-8

mins. For the category of

original oratory, the

students have to present

their own speech which

would be timed to

approximately 6mins. In

oral interpretation,

material chosen may

come from any

published work of

literature and from any

literary genre. Finally

for debate, there would

be three rounds and

students have to prepare

for both negative and

affirmative rebuttal as

the side they would

debate for will be

decided online during

the contest.

CAN YOU FIND THE MISSING NUMBER?

7 5 3 1

9 8 7 6

11 8 5 2

13 9 5 ?
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Academic Stress

By Mia Fearn, Dasol Kang. Gr. 7

While too little stress leads to boredom and depression, too much can cause

anxiety and poor health. The right amount of stress can teach you to be

more alert with your surroundings in life. Middle-schoolers and

high-schoolers often feel stressed by everyday responsibilities and

schoolwork.

Some other common

stressors include being

homesick, academic or

personal competitions,

personal pressures to do

well, social anxieties and

heavy workloads.

Students also get

stressed when they get

too little sleep. Anxiety

is also thought to affect

test-performance.

Studies have shown that

students with low levels

of test anxiety achieve

higher scores on

multiple choice

questions. examinations

than those with high

anxiety levels. Female

students have been

shown to have higher

test anxiety levels than

male students.

There are many ways

like sticking to a routine

or talking it out to ease

your teen's stress level.

Middle schoolers report

that during the school

year they have an

average stress level of

5.8 on a 10-point scale,

compared with a level of

4.6 during the summer.

Does the weather add to

our stress? We

conducted a survey to

analyze the situation at

AIS middle school.

Based on the results,

more than half of the

students at AIS middle

school have problems

with low motivation

(54.1%) and sleep issues

(50%) come across as

the second most

common factor for the

reason of academic

stress. Difficulty

concentrating (32.8%),

frequent headaches

(30.3%) and social

isolation (13.3%) were

also listed as the

common feelings at the

school leading to stress.

When asked whether the

number of the test was a

reason for their stress,

58.2% mentioned they

were ok with the tests.

On the other hand,

19.7% agreed that there

are too many tests.

It is important to note

that the test results are a

bigger reason for stress

as more than half of

middle school students

(71.3%) feel like they

don't live up to their

own standards.

This makes us wonder

whether the main reason

for stress is the test or

the test results? It must
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be noted that a little

more that 20% of the

students are not affected

by the test results but at

the same time do not

want to disappoint their

parents. As can be seen

from the survey results,

most middle schoolers

feel stressed when they

disappoint their parents,

at 58.2% whereas

almost 35% have no

such issues and hence

no stress on this

parameter.

So what are the main

subject areas for stress?

In middle school, the

classes that make the

students of middle

school most stressed are

languages (commonly

German, RWW, French

and Spanish). The

language classes are

stressful according to

half of the students who

participate in the survey.

As always perceived,

math and science are

not too stressful for the

students as only 20% of

the students voted for

these two subjects.

The most shocking

discovery of the survey -

how do you deal with

stress? The common

reply we received. “I

don't.” Most middle

schoolers deal with

stress by not dealing

with it. Something that

really surprised or

rather shocked us was

that some middle school

students have ended up

self harming themselves

in the time of stress.

This is something we

want to address to all,

the AIS community of

teachers and peers are

always there to help.

When people self harm,

they even want to hide it

from their parents (in

some cases), who care

the most about them.

These students need to

realize that every

problem comes with a

solution. They need to

remember, talking with

a person they trust or

just reaching out to their

teachers if they

experience stress in

study is what they

should practice. If you're

stressed, ask for help

and it is completely fine

to ask for help or say

that I'm really stressed

right now, can I have a

minute break outside

the classroom and come

back to it? We want our

friends and every

student to feel safe at

our school and we want

them to know we are

there for them.

Note: grade 7 and 8 students participated in this survey and do not represent the whole

AIS middle school.

Sources:

● https://thehavenatcollege.com/5-causes-of-stress-in-college-students/

● https://news.berkeley.edu/2013/04/16/researchers-find-out-why-some-stress-is-good-for-you/

● https://www.understood.org/articles/en/10-ways-to-help-your-middle-or-high-schooler-manage-stress

https://thehavenatcollege.com/5-causes-of-stress-in-college-students/
https://thehavenatcollege.com/5-causes-of-stress-in-college-students/
https://thehavenatcollege.com/5-causes-of-stress-in-college-students/
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Understanding the Infraction System

By: Paraskevi Mouratidou Grade 7

The infraction system was introduced in the middle school this year, with

the sole purpose of improving student behavior both academically and

socially.

Have you ever gotten an

infraction, but don’t

know what you did?

Many students and

teachers know about

infractions and the

infraction system. But

some people may have

forgotten, so what are

infractions?

According to Mr. Ellis,

grade 7 advisor, “An

infraction is a warning

regarding the action of a

student in or outside of a

classroom. It allows a

student to reflect upon

his/her actions and why

it’s wrong. It also allows

the teacher to

communicate the

behavior with the

parents.” He further

added,” Some ways you

can get an infraction are

if sometimes you are not

acting like yourself and

you might want to mess

with your locker, or you

want to be mean

towards another

student, those actions

could lead to an

infraction. “

So how many infractions

can a student get, before

an email is sent home?

Mr. Ellis added, “For

every infraction a

student gets, they will

have an email sent home

to the parents, and if the

students continue to

make bad decisions and

receive upto 3

infractions its most

likely an email will be

sent home, along with a

detention.” What are

some consequences if a

student gets 5

infractions in one

trimester? To this, Mr.

Ellis shared, “When the

students reach a big

amount of infractions in

one trimester, for

example 5 infractions,

the student will get a

detention and/ or

email/s sent home, and

possibly a in school or

an out of school

suspension.”

At this point, you must

be wondering or

thinking about the

possible examples of

behavior that might give

you infractions. Some of

the examples include:

● Classroom

disruptions and off

task behavior

● Not prepared for

class and uncharged

laptop

● Mobile phones out

during school hours

● Dress code violation

After a detailed and

thorough explanation of

what an infraction is,

let's hope you don’t get

another infraction, and

if you do at least you

know why you got it!
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Dress Code: Are You Following It?

By: Paraskevi Mouratidou Grade 7

The dress code exists in every school in the world, but how many times do

the students follow it? Let’s quickly review the purpose of the dress code at

MS AIS.

Does the word dress

code sound familiar? If

yes, I'm guessing you

know the basics. But for

the people that dont

know about the dress

code, here is a quick

explanation of why it is

important. The

importance of the dress

code is to help students

understand more about

what's appropriate for

the place, like what to

wear at a workplace.

Some examples of a

dress code are spaghetti

straps, anything too

short like short sleeves,

offensive language on

T-shirts. If you don't

follow the dress code

some consequences are

you will be asked by

teachers to change your

clothes, maybe into your

P.E clothes, and any

extra clothes you have.

So if you dont wanna

wear your P.E clothes

for the entire day, make

sure you follow the dress

code. Dress code

violation can also lead to

infraction. If you are

curious about some

more details on our

schools dress code, you

can read about it in

your planner.
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How to Survive Quarantine

By Jasper B. Rajaee, Gr.7 (Writing from quarantine)

If you are like me and trapped in quarantine and do not know what to do, I

have your back! Here’s a listicle on how to get through quarantine without

losing your head!

1. Make sure to cook

some of your favorite

treats like chocolate chip

cookies. And toss in

three extra handfuls of

chocolate. Who cares?

2. When working in

quarantine, you want to

be comfortable, but not

too comfortable to the

point where you won’t

work, so that’s why I

recommend wearing

comfy clothes like

10-year-old sweatpants

or oversized hoodies.

They are still clothes,

but comfy.

3. Having a good

schedule is crucial in

quarantine, and you

don’t want to get off

track! So go on and set

yourself a schedule that

you think you will follow

well, but in reality, you

know you will fail in the

first week because you

know you can't escape

the comfort of your

couch and gaming

console.

4. Having fun and

entertaining yourself is a

great way to stay in good

spirits. Times like these

present a good

opportunity to find a

new hobby like making

models of planes or

something. You could

also start collecting

things, but I’m not sure

what you can collect in

quarantine? Maybe the

broken masks from

every time you answer

the door?

5. Now that you’re in

quarantine, you might

find yourself spending a

lot of money on video

games, new books,

streaming services,
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taxes, bills that probably

went up due to you

leaving the lights on

longer because you are

home 24/7. So start

tracking your money so

you don’t lose all of it.

But it also might just be

best to wait for your

stimulus check.

6. TAKE A BREAK. IT’S

IMPORTANT. I took

breaks in my work and I

was fine, and you should

too. Really, get off that

computer and get

outside, get some air,

and chase some

squirrels. Or dye your

hair! WHO CARES?

7. Again, to keep busy is

kind of important. In a

way, you want to make

sure you have something

to do to entertain

yourself. I did this by

watching my TV and

playing video games

hours at a time and only

did school work when

my mom’s footsteps got

within 10 feet of me.

8. With all this free time

on your hands, why not

learn a language like

Spanish or French,

German, or some

language you will

actually need to speak,

like Kaixana or Latin!

Yes, very important!

9. When you are stuck

inside your house, it’s

hard to celebrate a

holiday while everything

is gloom and doom

outside, so try to

decorate your house

appropriately according

to the holiday that

comes by! It’s what I did

and I had a blast!

10. FOLLOW ALL THE

RULES ABOVE.

Covid Update

By Christopher Skrzynski, Gr. 7

Due to rising covid cases and the filling up of Austria’s ICU’s, Austria entered a fourth

lockdown on November 22. Despite having had several cases in the Middle School we

resisted going into Distance Learning by testing vigorously, following strict mask

wearing restrictions, and terminating nearly all extracurricular activities. Although

many students were very disappointed with the postponement of the winter sports

season, we were all happy and grateful to follow the restrictions if it meant we could

continue to come to school and avoid distance learning.

The following are the current covid regulations followed in the middle school:

● Testing: PCR 2x a week, antigen testing at school 3x a week

● Mask: Mask mandate at all times - preferably FFP2, mask breaks every 30 mins.

Even outside-if you can not be more than 2m away from other people you need to

wear your mask.

● Quarantine rules: quarantine only for covid-positive students and teachers. You can

test out of quarantine on Day 5, if on Day 5 your test result is negative. Day 0 is the

day you take your test.
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New Biodegradable Water Bottles

Conserving the Environment

By Arina Sarkisian, Gr. 8

AIS is collaborating

with an eco-friendly

organization,

Yuhme, that

produces

biodegradable water

bottles.

The firm was created

by two brand builders,

husband and wife, Alex

and Alexandra. The

Swedish brand Yuhme

creates its bottles from

sugarcane, thick

stemmed grass, to

achieve cutting back the

CO2 footprint. They are

also donating money to

central Africa and

building canals to grant

cleaner and safer water.

What does our school

have to do with this

project?

According to Mr

Forsgren, an AIS

sponsor to Habitat for

Humanity, AIS’s

involvement is

important because “we

need to realize that we

only have one planet

and if we don’t follow

the steps to preserve it,

it’s not going to be

around as long as we

need it to.”

AIS has been

partnered with Habitat

for Humanity for many

years and is on the same

page about taking a step
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forward to protect the

environment.

Habitat for Humanity

is always reaching

towards helping the

environment, and AIS, a

contributor to their

organization, has

stepped forward into

making the AIS

community greener.

Previously, the AIS

team for Habitat for

Humanity started selling

Camelbak water bottles

to reduce the plastic

usage in our school, but

it was later discovered

those reusable water

bottles still had a

moderate carbon

footprint. This

motivated several

students including Isotta

Ghetti, Julianna

Poelman and Millie

Anchil to reach out to

Yuhme.

They immediately

started to research

Yuhme’s environmental

mission and why it was

best to choose their

brand. Yuhme was very

excited to partner with

our school as we are the

first to associate with

them. They have

exclusively created a

collection of bottles with

AIS’s logo imprinted on

them.

So far 75 bottles have

been sold. Members of

the AIS community

including parents and

administration can

contact Mr Forsgren if

interested, and students

can directly purchase

the Yuhme water bottles

during their lunch for 15

Euros. You can also

place your order

HERE:

https://forms.gle/ZP

6FAxeyCBVmeKQS8

Feeling the Heat - Act Now!

By Christopher Skrzynski, Gr. 7

Climate Change is an ever present problem in today’s complex world. It affects all

corners of the globe and will need a global united effort to prevent it.

The NOAA (National

Oceanic and

Atmospheric

Administration) predicts

that by 2050 the global

average temperature will

increase by around

3.5℃. This may not

sound like a lot but it

can have drastic effects

on the environment.

This will only keep

increasing if we don’t act

now.

Although it was not us

who created the problem

it is the youth of this

world that will have to

fight for our future and

the futures of other

generations. We may not

have lit the fire but we

are blindly tending to it

everyday. Things like

leaving the lights on,

opening the window

when the AC is on, and

driving with the car

instead of walking are all

ways we waste energy in

our everyday lives.

When most people

think of climate change

they do think that it is

an important issue that

needs to be solved but

not necessarily by them.

The truth is though, that

there are endless ways

that we, as students can

help prevent climate

change.

https://forms.gle/ZP6FAxeyCBVmeKQS8
https://forms.gle/ZP6FAxeyCBVmeKQS8
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Some ways that you

can do this include

taking public transport,

biking, or walking

instead of driving

everywhere in a car. By

doing this, you reduce

the amount of carbon

dioxide released into the

atmosphere and

decrease pollution and

global warming. You can

also make sure that you

always turn off the lights

when you leave the room

and save lots of energy.

Be sure to always turn

off the tap when you are

not using it to save

water. Lastly, raising

awareness about

Climate Change is

extremely important.

Speaking out and raising

the topic of how you can

prevent climate change

with parents, friends,

and teachers and

forming a joint effort is

how Climate Change will

be stopped.

Image

https://skierscribbler.com/8336/u

ncategorized/how-to-actually-fight-

climate-change-instead-of-just-post

ing-about-it/

Information

https://www.amnh.org/explore/olo

gy/earth/ask-a-scientist-about-our-

environment/how-can-kids-help-pr

event-global-warming

https://innotechtoday.com/how-stu

dents-can-help-reduce-environmen

tal-pollution/

Word

Search

find all the words, they

can be horizontal,

vertical, or diagonal.

have fun!

https://skierscribbler.com/8336/uncategorized/how-to-actually-fight-climate-change-instead-of-just-posting-about-it/
https://skierscribbler.com/8336/uncategorized/how-to-actually-fight-climate-change-instead-of-just-posting-about-it/
https://skierscribbler.com/8336/uncategorized/how-to-actually-fight-climate-change-instead-of-just-posting-about-it/
https://skierscribbler.com/8336/uncategorized/how-to-actually-fight-climate-change-instead-of-just-posting-about-it/
https://www.amnh.org/explore/ology/earth/ask-a-scientist-about-our-environment/how-can-kids-help-prevent-global-warming
https://www.amnh.org/explore/ology/earth/ask-a-scientist-about-our-environment/how-can-kids-help-prevent-global-warming
https://www.amnh.org/explore/ology/earth/ask-a-scientist-about-our-environment/how-can-kids-help-prevent-global-warming
https://www.amnh.org/explore/ology/earth/ask-a-scientist-about-our-environment/how-can-kids-help-prevent-global-warming
https://innotechtoday.com/how-students-can-help-reduce-environmental-pollution/
https://innotechtoday.com/how-students-can-help-reduce-environmental-pollution/
https://innotechtoday.com/how-students-can-help-reduce-environmental-pollution/
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Thank You For a Great Fall Season

By Christopher Skrzynski, Paraskevi Mouratidou, Gr. 7

Despite many obvious

setbacks and struggles

COVID presented to us,

AIS persisted in

providing a great fall

sports season for the

middle school.

According to Mr.

Andrew Harrison “

Covid obviously had a

massive impact on just

about every aspect of

this school, and athletics

were also affected,

however we were able to

get to most teams a full

season in, so they had

practices, they had local

games, and they also

had trips. Unfortunately

at the very end of the

season the Varsity team

weren't able to go to the

end of season

tournament because of

covid. So I would say

that bearing in mind

how bad the situation

was because we were

quite lucky as much as

the athletics season we

managed to get in.”

While the middle school

athletes practiced after

school, the high school

athletes practiced later

in the evening. And with

covid getting worse, it

stopped us from playing

against other schools

and going to different

areas. With a positive

mindset the events office

managed to get us to

Munich and play a few

games against other

schools. With all the

restrictions in mind, the

events team is doing

everything they can to

get sports to start

working again and for

athletes to enjoy their

sports.

Basketball is Back!

A Message from AIS Athletics Team

We are excited to launch our basketball teams starting Jan 21! We have altered the

schedule and focus from a normal season but we will start to form our teams so that

when the regulations improve we will be ready to jump right into games.

What's New

● There will be no cuts or team distinctions. For example there will be a group of MS

Boys not a A, B and C split.

● Coaches will still stick to "skills and drills" and not play games with close contact.

What Remains the Same

● Commitment from the athletes - this is the start of our teams and coaches will want

to see you at each practice like normal.
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Game Recommendations

By Theodore Sands, Gr. 8

Everybody knows life can be very boring sometimes so I decided to make

a list of some games to play when you’re not having a fun day .

Outward is a roleplaying game that can be

played in single player or multiplayer either

split screen or online. In this game you are just a

normal man, no hero of legends. You try to

survive the wild, fight the elements, gain silver

and stand your ground against the forces of

evil threatening the survival of you or your clan.

My rating: 8/10

Global rating: 89% of people liked this game

PEGI 12+; Playable on: Playstation 4, Xbox,

Microsoft Windows, Linux, Google stadia

World Box is a single player open sandbox game.

In this game you play god, you create civilization

then destroy them with a snap of your fingers. You

get to spawn humans, elves, dwarves etc. And make

them go to war or hit them with tornados or

earthquakes. You get an infinite amount of

resources so you don’t have to complete tons of

missions just to do one thing. Just have fun! World

Box is ideal for people who just want to have some

easy fun.

My rating: 8/10

Global rating: 4.8/5 on App Store

PEGI 9+ Playable on: Android, IOS, Microsoft

Windows,macOS, Linux, macintosh operating system
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Me Is King is a single player simulator game

where you are king. Send your vassals away into

the unexplored! Explore Dungeons! Build your

kingdom! Fight Giant chickens! Gain wealth

without worrying about your workers dying. You

are king and everybody listens to you. Farm

food and choose how you use your resources to

build farms and houses. Even better, the entire

game is made of adorable art.

My rating: 6/10

Global rating: 4.9/5 on App Store

PEGI 9+ Playable On: Android, IOS (10 or later)

Summoner’s Greed is a single player idle tower

defense game where you wield the power of your

monsters and make them fight the endless hordes

of foes rushing towards you. Fight enemies like

Jimmy, Slimmy or even Creed! Grow your

collection of monsters and try to destroy your old

mentor and his constant shenanigans.

My rating: 7/10

Global rating: 4.8/5 on App Store

PEGI 9+ Playable On: Android, IOS (10 or later)

Free Flow is a single player puzzle game

where you connect dots without crossing

others. It can get very addictive for such a

simple game. It is easy to lose track of time and

some levels can be very challenging. Best part is

if you think one level is too easy just skip to a ha-
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-rder one.

(Tip: The game shows ads but can be played offline so all you have to do is turn off

your wifi or 3/4/5G.)

My rating: 8/10

Global rating: 4.7/5 on App Store

PEGI 4+ Playable on: Android, IOS (10 or later,) Windows Phone

“Close to Perfect”: Stunning Book Reviews

By Vira Kozhemiako, Gr.6

Two marvelous books have been found in the MS library — and they’re the

ideal reads for middle-school students.

The House In the Cerulean Sea, Published: March 17, 2020

- My Rating

Many among today’s fantasies are dismal

dystopias, justifications for harsh and deadly

clashes between morality. The House in the

Cerulean Sea is not one. Numerous dystopias have

been deprived of readers lately — but yet again,

this isn’t the situation here. In his tour de force

novel, TJ Klune weaves a narrative that is ordinary

enough such that audiences, who are

predominantly minors, do not perceive an

emotion of intimidation or alarm from the

narrative characters, yet is still vaguely peculiar —

enough so that one continues reading and

supposing how it resolves.

Linus Baker serves in the federal office for the

coordination of magical youths and is a forlorn

investigator in custody of abandoned magical

beings under the age of eighteen. Ordinarily, his

position resembles that of an office accountant,

yet one day, the agency's Extremely Upper
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Management appoints him to a month-long initiative and requires him to report to Mr.

Charles Wer- ner, one of several members of Extreme- ly Upper Management.

The House in the Cerulean Sea is joyful and uplifting, gloriously varied,

charmingly bizarre, and a trifle ludicrous with the kindest message. It is one among the

publications which has certainly entered my selection of favored titles of the year.

⏺⏺⏺

To Kill a Mockingbird, Published July 11, 1960

- My Rating

To Kill a Mockingbird is a classic that virtually one and all reads at mini- mum once in

their lifespan. Whether one was painstakingly assigned to read it in class or perhaps

simply wished to see what the controversy was rooted in, most have read To Kill a

Mockingbird at some occasion.

The story revolves around Atticus Finch, an eccentric protagonist and hero who is

distinguished for his integrity rather than his physical prowess. Ethics and belief are

recurring themes through- out the work, particularly pertaining to religion and the

concept of sin. As an instance, Mrs. Dubose,

a characteristic “mean neighbor” of the

Finches, declares she will perish indebted to

no one and nothing. She is seeking her indi-

vidual ambition of becoming a moral human

being, as she feels it is the prudent action to

carry out once she dies.

To Kill a Mockingbird emphasizes the

instinct of ethics and morality, as opposed to

merely obeying the law. Even the “theme

passage” of ``Shoot all the blue jays as you

can, if you can hit ’em, but remember it’s a

sin to kill a mocking- bird, is an allusion for

the message in itself. The principle of “doing

what is right” undoubtedly carries a

distinguish- able interpretation relying on

where and when you are reading this novel,

despite being a fundamental statement.

I sincerely urge you to obtain a print of

Harper Lee’s terrific bestseller and read it.

For, no matter the outcome, it will forever

remain a brilliant read, and it will forever empower compassion, selflessness, and

justice.
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MS Music Recommendations

Goksu Manav, Gr. 7

If you remember in November we sent you a survey about your favorite

songs, artists, albums, genres and lots more! In this article you will find the

results and learn about our middle school community’s favorite music. We

also created a playlist on Spotify. You can listen to it by scanning the code.

B E S T    S O N G S

1. Rolex - Ayo & Teo

2. Dynamite - BTS

3. Two Birds - Regina Spektor

4. Stereo Hearts - Gym Class Heroes (feat.

Adam Levine)

5. Levitating - Dua Lipa (feat. DaBaby)

6. Rolling in The Deep - Adele

7. Never Gonna Give You Up - Rick Astley

8. Take on Me - a-ha

B E S T   A R T I S T S

1. Adele

2. Eminem

3. Ed Sheeran

4. Taylor Swift
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B E S T    A L B U M S

1. 21 - Adele

2. Red - Taylor Swift

3. Rolex - Ayo & Teo

4. Divide - Ed Sheeran

5. Sour - Olivia Rodrigo

6. Butter - BTS

B E S T   N E W  A R T I S T S

1. Ayo and Teo

2. Olivia Rodrigo

3. Billie Eilish

4. Madison Beer
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B E S T    G R O U P

1. BTS

2. Queen

3. Lovejoy

4. One Direction

5. Blackpink

Correction. We missed the cover photo credits for our previous publication (27th

October). The photo of the hallway was taken by Lily Byrne, Gr. 7.

Credits. This publication’s christmas tree cover photos were taken by Mia Fearn, Gr. 7.


